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or indirectly by the information contained within. While every effort has been made to ensure
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diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. Consult with your trusted Health Care Professional
before beginning any lifestyle change.
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EASY HEALTH?
Hello There!
Welcome to Inside Out Health Company! We are here to make health
easy, both to understand and adapt into your life. I know that you are
thinking, Easy? Ya, right. But I promise you, I'll make this easy
because then I know that you'll actually do it! Here are 10 simple but
very impactful changes you can make RIGHT now to improve your
health. Let’s get started!

1. Swap your produce
2. Skip out on fragrance
3. Ditch the plastic
4. Re-source your berries
5. Switch your bedtime routine
6. Modify your sweet tooth
7. Lift this instead of that
8. Try this oil instead
9. Count something new
10. Change up your breakfast
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SWAP YOUR PRODUCE
1. Switch out fresh conventional produce for frozen organic produce

Conventional produce is sprayed with a variety of different pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides.
Organic foods are grown without the use of these chemicals. Organic produce can be pricey, but
here’s a little secret. By consuming frozen organic produce you’re taking full advantage of the
amazing vitamins and minerals these fruits and veggies have to offer without the chemicals and
without breaking the bank. When produce is frozen, it is flash frozen at the time of harvest, at its
nutritional peak. And when it is frozen you can find it for much cheaper than when buying it fresh.

SKIP OUT ON
FRAGRANCE
2 Check your product labels for “fragrances”, then swap those out with fragrance free or naturally
scented alternatives (like essential oils)

There is a sneaky little loop hole in the law from 1908 that governs personal care products. Yep,
you read that correctly 1908. The word “fragrance” can be considered a trade secret by the
manufacturer. Which means when this word is used on the label they aren’t really telling you what
is in the product. The word “fragrance” can cover over 3,000 different chemicals or combination
of chemicals. For real? You bet! So try to avoid any products with “fragrance” listed on the label.
By doing this you will, 1. Know what you are using and 2. Avoid applying unnecessary chemicals
to your body.
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DITCH THE PLASTIC
3. Replace plastic water bottles for stainless steel or glass

Plastic products are everywhere. Quite frankly, we now all live in a plastic world. There are
ingredients in plastic that can upset some of the health systems in your body, specifically your
hormone or endocrine system. A class of endocrine disruptors, sometimes known as phthalates,
are common components of plastic products. Bisphenol A, more commonly known as BPA for
short, is a specific chemical that is known to be harmful to humans. You can side step this
concern all together by using stainless steel or glass when toting your H20. Join our conversation
over at Holistic Family Living Group on Facebook for information on our favorite stainless steel
and glass bottles.

RE-SOURCE YOUR
BERRIES
4. Trade in traditional blueberries for wild blueberries

Wild plants are well, wild. Because they are wild they must have the ability to fend off pests in the
natural world all on their own for survival. As a result these berries are bursting with antioxidants,
phytonutrients, and bioflavinoids. All great things that benefit human health when consumed.
Don’t live near Maine? No problem. In most health food stores you can find wild blueberries in the
frozen section. Oh, almost forgot to mention wild blueberries are lip smacking delicious.
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SWITCH YOUR
BEDTIME ROUTINE
5. Grab a book or magazine for your night time wind down - Leave your phone or tablet
downstairs

When staring at your phone or tablet before bed, or even up to 2 hours before, the blue light
emitted by these devices can affect your melatonin levels. Melatonin is a hormone tasked with
regulating sleep - wake cycles. Excessive blue light exposure before bed can interfere with this
sleep hormone making it more difficult to fall and stay asleep. Going old school and reading a
book, magazine, or something printed and not on a screen can be a more effective way to wind
down for the night. If you must be on a device at night, there are blue light blocking glasses
available. I have a couple pairs!

MODIFY YOUR
SWEET TOOTH
6. Keep your sweet tooth, ditch the artificial sweeteners

When in need of something sweet, do you ever stop and wonder how your favorite candies are
bursting with all that mouthwatering flavor? The answer more often than not are chemicals and
added sugars. These treats are wreaking havoc on your system. The good news is there are some
great alternatives out there utilizing natural fruit flavors and colors to provide a deliciously sweet
treat without some of the bad stuff. Whole Foods for example, stocks naturally flavored suckers
in their bulk section. My kiddos love them. My family also enjoys dried fruit as a treat. Mangoes
and gogi berries are a couple of our favorites.
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LIFT THIS
INSTEAD OF THAT
7. Forget the elevator, take the stairs

For many of us our poor bodies almost never move anymore. It’s absolutely imperative we move
our bodies a good amount every single day. One way to incorporate more movement is to swap
elevators for stairs as often as possible. If you work in an office building with multiple floors this
will be an easy way to get your blood pumping. If not, try parking in the farthest available but still
safe parking spot, or walking during breaks or your lunch hour. Not into walking? Try doing 15 air
squats at your desk every hour on the hour for the entire day. In an 8 hour day, that’s 120 squats!
If that’s too many, back it down to 10 per hour, 5 per hour. Just move. We all can get creative on
new ways to move our bodies and at the same time even increase our productivity! Everybody
let’s move, la de da! Skip the lift and lift your legs.

TRY THIS OIL
INSTEAD
8. Swap vegetable oils for olive, coconut, or avocado oil

Vegetables oils such as canola, corn, and soybean are products you want to avoid as often as
possible. These oils are not doing you or your health any favors Your body has a hard time
recognizing these as "food." When cooking at home opt for heart healthy olive, avocado, and
coconut oils.
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COUNT
SOMETHING NEW
9 Stop counting calories, start tracking sugar consumption

Many fad diet trends have you counting something whether it be calories, fat, protein, sodium,
etc. The only counting I want you to do is to keep an eye on your sugar intake. Too much sugar
can cause so many issues in the body. Ailments such as pre-diabetes, hyper activity, mood and
energy swings, lethargy acne, and obesity just to name area ll linked with too much sugar
consumption as a common denominator. Did you know sugar can go by over 70 different names
on food labels? Pretty tricky huh? To help you be able to better identify common sugar aliases
visit our Holistic Family Living Facebook page for a breakdown.

CHANGE UP YOUR
BREAKFAST
10. Leave the cereal in the box, warm up some leftover soup instead

Make sure you are eating something in the morning before you run out the door. And by
something I mean real, nutritious, filling food. Most of us are on such a blood sugar roller coaster
that our bodies actually need something in the morning to set the stage for a more gentle blood
sugar curve. When you eat you provide your body the fuel it needs for the next few hours. When
you don’t, you can sabotage your body’s set systems and as a result pack on a few extra pounds.
Eating soup allows your body to get off the blood sugar roller coaster and give your digestive
track a nice start. Nourishing and gentle soup is a really great way to start your day. You can
prepare it ahead of time and warm it up in the morning.
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Mandi Vucich is a Board Certified Holistic
Nutritionist, Nutritional Therapy Practitioner and
Owner of Inside Out Health Company. She also
carries the WELL AP certification and is a
Certified Personal Trainer. Mandi uses her
infectious energy and nutritional knowledge to
Mandi Vucich, NTP, CPT, WELL APempower woman to take control back of their
Board Certified in Holistic Nutrition ™ health. Armed with the most up to date
information on how the body really works, she
helps clients make lifestyle adjustments to
support what the body really needs, helping
people to transform their lives. Extremely
passionate, caring and knowledgeable she
helps to make navigating all the confusing
information out there easy, straight forward and
personalized. Mandi resides in Colorado with
her husband and four children. For more
information, visit; Insideouthealthco.com
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